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President’s Article: 
 

Love, Laugh and Learn with NALS 
 

As I look out the window at all the 
glorious sunshine we are thrilled to be 
the recipient of, I think fondly of my 
years on the NOW board and my term 
as your current President. This year 
has been a whirlwind and it is only 
getting started; however, I cannot think 
of a better way to spend my time than 
to Love, Laugh and Learn with NALS. 

 

This is our first newsletter of the 2017-
18 NOW educational year and I thank 
you for your continued membership 
and for those who have recently joined, 
as well as all of our fabulous sponsors 
for their support. We have an awesome 
year of education coming your way and 
I am excited to see you all at this year’s 
conferences. 

 

Our first conference of this educational 
year will be held in Tacoma at the La 
Quinta Inn in downtown Tacoma. From 
Ruins to Recovery, We Are OSO Strong! 
Don’t miss out on this series as we 
delve into the now historical landslide. 
We will hear from Emergency 
Management on the front lines, to the 
litigation that ensued. Not to mention 
an update on the LLLT front.   

 

 

 

 

 

 

We recently had our second annual 
CRAM Camp, which was a huge 
success. Fun was had by all, and oh… 
just a few things learned. As the picture 
below demonstrates, we take flash 
cards to a whole other level. To our 
campers and counselors, thank you for 
the memories! For those out there 
considering taking their certifying 
exams, we are here for you! Let us 
know what you need. We are here to 
help. 

 

May your summer be joyful and let 
your autumn launch with the NOW Fall 
Conference. See you there! 

 

 
 

   ~Dara Wasalino-Tremblay, PP, PLS-SC 
 President 

 





Get to Know Your NALS of 
Washington Board Members… 

We decided that the best way for you to get to know more about this year’s Board members was 
for us to pick 5 questions from a list and answer them.  So here goes… 
 
 

NANCY THAYER, Marketing Director 
 
What is your favorite family vacation?   
Renting a cabin on Fish Lake in Eastern Washington for a week or two.  Getting up at the crack 
of dawn to get on the lake and catching our limit of trout before the sun gets too hot or the early 
afternoon winds kick up and blow us off the lake.  Watching the osprey dive from the trees and 
continually out fish us.  Spending the afternoon playing card games, rolling power bait for the 
next day’s fishing, the obligatory trips to Leavenworth and to the hardware store in Plain, and 
lounging on the deck (which may or may not include a nap).  Ending the day in front of the 
campfire, roasting marshmallows, star gazing, and enjoying each other’s company.  It just 
doesn’t get any better than that! 
 
If you could live anywhere, where would it be? 
I’ll bet you thought I would say “in a house on a lake so I could fish every day,” but anyone close 
to me knows my retirement fantasy is to rent a villa somewhere in central to northern Italy.  I 
love everything about Italy - the countryside, the people, the food, the overall lifestyle.  It is the 
one place on earth where I never feel rushed, where I can sit in one place for days at a time 
without worrying that I might be missing something.  I am content to sit in a park or piazza and 
watch children play, lovers stroll arm-in-arm, men playing bocce and women sitting on benches 
discussing the latest news and gossip.  The sense of community is everywhere.  Add to that the 
rich history, art and architecture that surrounds you wherever you go.  It would be a wonderful 
opportunity to immerse myself in it for a year.  The problem is, I would probably love it too much 
and would never want to come back home! 
 
What did you want to be when you were small? 
My first recollection was a teacher.  The neighbor girls and I would play school all the time.  By 
time I started going to school, however, the job did not seem as glamorous and I turned to an 
equally noble profession - nursing.  I even went to classes to become a candy striper but soon 
learned that I got queasy at the sight of blood and needles.   So that was out.  Around that time I 
started reading about foreign countries and decided I wanted to be a stewardess so I could travel 
the world and see some of these wonderful places.  While most kids asked for a car for high 
school graduation, I asked for luggage.  Unfortunately, the airline regulations back then were 
quite stringent and I found that I was both vertically and horizontally challenged and would not 
qualify.  Working in the legal field was never on my list and while I had taken numerous courses 
in business, I didn’t plan on having an office job.  I basically fell into my career.  I had planned to 
work part time and go back to school.  But then I found out I really liked the job.  I let go of my 
educational goals and educated myself in various areas of law. 
 
If you could hire someone to help you, would it be with cleaning, cooking or yard work? 
Can I say “all three” to some extent?  I love to cook but it sure would be nice to come home to 
dinner on the table now and then.  I also love to work in the yard - it is my time out of mind and 
where I formulate some of my best ideas.  Plus I enjoy the fresh air and exercise.  But I had a 
three year period where other things got in the way and nothing got done in the yard.  Needless 
to say, it got out of hand and now I am having to spend twice as many years trying to get it back 
into shape - so I could use some help.  I can't say I love cleaning and you would think that a 



person living alone wouldn’t make many messes but I seem to excel at it.  It would be nice to 
have someone come in to do the deep cleaning - wiping down cupboards and baseboards, 
cleaning windows, etc. 
 
Would you rather ride a bike, ride a horse or drive a car? 
Hands down - drive a car.  It’s like a house on wheels - it gives you the freedom to explore places 
near and far, provides a shelter from inclement weather, provides a place to sleep when you are 
tired, doubles as a dining room when you are on the go, has plenty of storage in the trunk and 
you can entertain your friends. 
 
 

CARESSA LYRIC DUNN, Corporate Secretary 

What was the last movie you went to? What did you think?  
I saw Guardians of the Galaxy 2 and I thought it was amazing. The music wasn’t as good as the 
first move, but it was still quite good.  
 
What did you want to be when you were small?  
I have wanted to be an attorney since I was 7.  
 
What would you sing at Karaoke night?  
When you’re Good to Mama – the Queen Latifa version from the Movie Chicago  
 
If you could hire someone to help you, would it be with cleaning, cooking, or yard work?  
Yard Work for sure! I spend so much time working and volunteering that I haven’t been home on 
the weekend in 17 weeks! 
 
If you could only eat one meal for the rest of your life, what would it be?  
I would eat pizza! There are so many varieties and ways to make it and ingredients that it would 
never get old!  

JO YANTZ, PP, PLS, Certification Director 

What is your favorite thing about your career?   
That I help people come to terms with either a loved one dying or preparation that they might 
soon lose their life. 
 
If you could choose to do anything for a day, what would it be?   
Go somewhere that I can be quiet and just listen or watch to nature. 
 
Would you rather ride a bike, ride a horse, or drive a car?   
Drive a car. 
 
What two radio stations do you listen to in the car the most?  
I have XM, so I usually either have “The Wave” or “ESPN” on. 
 
If you could hire someone to help you, would it be with cleaning, cooking, or yard work?   
Cleaning – no question. 
 
If you could only eat one meal for the rest of your life, what would it be?   
Pizza because you can change it up so much – I could have almost anything for toppings and 
therefore eat whatever I wanted.   
 



 

BRANDY BEWLEY, PP, PLS, RP, Membership Director  

What did you want to be when you were small?   
I have always loved cats and dogs because I grew up around them, so I had wanted to do 
something where I could be surrounded by these loveable creatures.  My mom worked for a vet 
and would occasionally bring home cats or dogs that needed a loving home.  She later bred 
purebred Standard Poodles, so we always had litters of puppies needing play time.  After then, we 
switched gears to breed and raise Siamese/Balinese cats.  That’s when I discovered that cats are 
pretty much the most clever animals on the planet – way smarter than humans.  When I was 
older, I fell in love with the Birman breed (similar to Siamese in color traits but with longer hair, 
pure white paws, and a more mellow disposition).  But, I soon found that I couldn’t part with the 
kitties, so they became my first children and everyone got fixed. 
Other than that, I wanted to be taller.  I’m still waiting for that. 
 
What is your favorite game or sport to watch and play? 
Ok, I am torn here.  I love my Seahawks!  I’m known at home for cheering very loudly for my 
Seahawks when we watch the games.  Pretty much, I freak out the dog and the cat when we have 
a good play.  Recently, I got excited about something and my son said, “Relax, Mom.  It’s not a 
Seahawks game.”  Another favorite sport is baseball (the little league variety) when I am watching 
my favorite 12-year-old catcher make an awesome play at home plate, hit a triple, or steal a base.  
Lastly, I have become a gymnastics fan over the last few years, primarily due to my amazing 8-
year-old daughter as she fearlessly learns new tricks and displays her confidence in competition.  
However, I’m a bad “gym mom” in that I am horrible at doing intricate gym hair and everything 
looks like a Triple Lutz to me. (Yes, that IS an ice skating term.) 
 
If you could live anywhere, where would it be? 
After high school, I moved to Hawaii to go to college.  What better place to go to college than 
Hawaii, right?  I loved it there.  The weather was always beautiful and the culture was amazing.  
If my finances would allow it, I would love to have a second home in Hawaii and spend time by 
the ocean sipping on a Mai Tai. 
I pretty much fell into law from there as well.  Hawaii is an expensive place to live, so I got a part-
time job as a file clerk for a litigation law firm and another part-time job with a legal video 
company duplicating videos of Grand Jury proceedings for the Hawaii State Judiciary.  After a 
year of straight A’s in college, I still didn’t know what I wanted to be when I grew up, so I quit 
college and went to work full-time at the law firm.  The paralegals took me under their wings, 
taught me everything they knew, and eventually left or retired.  After several years of being the 
Senior Paralegal at my firm, I figured that is what I was meant to do.  So, I went to night school 
in Hawaii and got my degree in Paralegal Studies.   
Side note: I had already passed the PLS by the time I pursued my paralegal degree and was able 
to use the PLS certification as partial waiver for some of the electives, saving lots of time and 
money.  Thank you, NALS! 
 
What is your favorite thing about your career?  What motivates you to work hard? 
I’m grateful that I have been able to utilize my legal-related experience and skills in a non-
traditional way.  In my position, I help medical providers navigate the sometimes scary waters of 
being involved in legal matters as fact witnesses.  I love researching a matter to determine what 
bucket of rules might apply and using my analytical skills to help guide my providers in sorting 
out their options, obligations, and rights.  I get great satisfaction from a simple, “Thank you.  I 
feel so much better now!”  
Plus, my role is neutral, so I am out of the adversarial area.  Yay!  I have cultivated many 
relationships on both sides of the legal fence since they know I will do my best to meet their 
needs, no matter which side is contacting me.  Knowing that I am not only making a difference 
for the provider involved, but also facilitating the progression of the legal case to its ultimate 
conclusion, is rewarding. 



I also love to teach about what I know.  I am lucky that I get to give presentations to various 
groups in my institution, which also helps to bolster my confidence.  Once you have to present to 
an auditorium full of brain surgeons, you know you’ve got it covered! 
 
 

AMY JEAN SHACKELFORD, PP, PLS, Education Director 
 

Who is your hero? 
My dad.  He was a self-made man and worked for everything he ever received.  His father was 
killed in a car accident when he was a toddler.  Being one of four children, he told stories of going 
to the post office and getting his wagon filled with fruit that he would then cut off the rotting part 
and sell to help with the family expenses.  Back in the day it was okay to do so when you were 
four or five years old!  As he got older, he started boxing and, along with this two brothers Kenny 
and Willie, actually won Golden Gloves.  One of my favorite stories was his “shortest fight.”  
Instead of putting that story here, ask me about it and I’ll happily repeat it.  My dad worked his 
way up from extremely humble beginnings to being able to retire at 52.  The joke was he was 
“unemployed” at 52 for the first time in his life since he didn’t have to touch SSI or retirement 
until he was 67.   
He taught me to work for what I wanted because no one will hand you anything.  He taught me 
to negotiate and compromise.  If I wanted something badly enough, I’d attempt to negotiate the 
terms with him.  Whatever I managed to get him to agree too, I had to keep my end of the 
bargain.   
Even though he’s been gone since 2005, I know he’s proud of me.  Every time I passed a 
certification or got another position on the board or changed jobs, I smell his cigarette smoke and 
can see his smile. 
 
What is your biggest fear? 
If you know me at all, you have probably heard that I’m scared of heights.  They petrify me!  
That’s why at the NALS Conference in Las Vegas a couple of years ago, it was such a feat that I 
managed to zipline down Freemont Street.  Mind you, I kept my eyes shut until I started moving 
and then was okay – all until I stopped abruptly before the other platform.  Here’s a picture of my 
freak-out moment!!!  Weird thing – I ADORE roller coasters and even rode the one that used to 
wrap all the way around the Stratosphere (after my ex-mother-in-law talked the operators into 
starting it the moment I sat down). 
 
What is your favorite family vacation? 
When I was a kid, we either went back to Ohio to visit family or to Florida.  While I loved those 
vacations, I’d have to say the road trip Van and I took a couple years ago to Wyoming is hands 
down my favorite.  We dubbed it the “Whirlwind Rock Tour.”  We left after work on a Thursday 
night, drove all night to get there mid-afternoon the next day only to go see one of our all-time 
favorite local bands – ZamTrip – perform at a show they booked specifically for us.  Honored 
doesn’t begin to cover it!  Then it was daytime sightseeing and nighttime spent meeting groups of 
friends in Rock Springs for the first few days.  Then we went to Star Valley, Jackson Hole, Cody, 
and Yellowstone.  On the way home we spent the night with Ken and Ann Lang.  By the time we 
got home I was toast! 
 
 

MICHELLE F. KING, PP, PLS, President-Elect 
 
What motivates you to work hard?   
My daughter.  I try to show her a good example in everything I do.  Kinda go big or go home.  I 
put my all into everything I do to show her what hard work brings.  For me it’s all about the goal.  
Working hard achieves those goals.  Nothing in life is easy or free, you have to work hard and 
just keep swimming. 
 



 
What is your favorite thing about your career?   
The never-endingness of it and the adrenaline rush of deadlines.  My work is constant and fast-
moving, with never a dull moment. 
 
What is your proudest accomplishment?   
Being where I am in life today.  I have worked hard over the last decade to bring my goals to 
fruition.  Life has been a bumpy ride but I held on tight and rode those waves.  I am proud of 
who I’ve become. 
 
What does your child want to be when he/she grows up?   
My daughter Chloe, who will be a senior this coming year and turning 18 in January (where the 
heck does time go?!) wants to delve into herpetology to study amphibians and reptiles.  We have 
a soft spot for all things scaly and she is currently getting real life experience with our wonderful 
little rescue crew of critters. 
 
If you could hire someone to help you, would it be with cleaning, cooking, or yardwork?   
Oh geez, do I have to choose between cleaning and yard or can I say both?  I won’t lie, cleaning 
and yardwork are not my favorite activities and if I could pay someone to do these things for me, 
just think of what I could accomplish! LOL  
 
 

DARA WASALINO-TREMBLAY, PP, PLS, President 
 
What was the last movie you went to? What did you think? 
The last move I saw in the theatre was the Fate of the Furious (Fast and Furious 8).  It was 
AMAZING in that it was completely ridiculous and made me think I should quit my job and try to 
get a job writing for that franchise.  Prior to that I think the last movie I saw in the theatre was 
Hidden Figures.  Which was a great movie.  It made a powerful statement about women in the 
workforce and race relations.  I had never heard the story of these women who worked for NASA 
in the 1960’s and had such a huge part in our exploration of space.   
 
If you could hire someone to help you, would it be with cleaning, cooking, or yard work? 
I would hire someone to help me clean the house.  I love cooking so I wouldn’t give that up, and I 
already have a “yard guy”.  I’d love it if finances allowed for me to have a housekeeper to do it all, 
laundry, cleaning, etc. 
 
What did you want to be when you were small? 
For many, many years I wanted to be a teacher. 
 
If you could choose to do anything for a day, what would it be? 
If I could do anything for a day, it would be doing whatever I wanted when I wanted to do it!  The 
day would include waking up without my alarm, maybe going to the gym for water aerobics, 
maybe getting some breakfast, maybe just sitting in my house drinking a cup of coffee and 
reading the newspaper and seeing where things go from there! 
 
 



 

KRISTIN LARKIN, PLS, Treasurer and 
Immediate Past President: 

 

Who is your hero? My hero was my Uncle 
Michael.  He was such a kind man and was 
extremely good to my sisters and me growing up.  
He was a positive influence on us and he had 
very high expectations for my cousins and my 
sisters and me as well. 

 
When I graduated from high school I went to 
California to live with him and my aunt for a year 
until I got settled into a job and my new life 
there.  I felt so fortunate to have the love and 
support of my favorite Aunt and Uncle. 

 
One of my favorite things about Uncle Michael 
was his sarcasm.  He would eat this horrible 
smelling cheese with crackers so I asked him why 
he ate it.  He said “Because it’s the only thing I 
can keep in the house that you meatballs won’t 
touch!” 

 
My aunt and uncle loved their kids.  They have 
two boys and two girls.  When My dad lost his job 
with Continental Airlines due to layoffs, they had 
us move in with them.  There were six of us kids 
running around.  Each of us was given a chore to 
do and at the end of the week we received an 
allowance.  We would take a little of our money to 
buy ice cream cones and check out the animals 
at the pet store after church.  It was my favorite 
thing to do on Sunday. 

 
When he was diagnosed with cancer and was 
getting nearer to the end of his life, I sat on the 
floor of his living room with him looking through 
photos albums.  He showed me my 
grandmother’s report card from when she was in 
kindergarten.  My grandmother’s family had a 
horse and carriage when she was young – they 
didn’t have cars until later.  The photos 
fascinated me. When he passed away in June of 
2001, I felt like my heart was going to stop 
beating.  It was truly the biggest hurt I’ve ever 
felt.  I will always cherish the memories I have of 
him. 

 

 



 

If you could live anywhere, where would it be?  
My fiancé and I are definitely not hot weather 
people.  We’ve talked at length about places we 
might want to live after we retire and keep 
coming back to the idea of living in Maine.  We 
have also discussed Vermont and New 
Hampshire.  One thing we are very clear about is 
that our home will be a log cabin.   

 

 
 

 

What is your proudest accomplishment? 

My proudest accomplishment is having raised my 
three kids.  It was not an easy road by any 
stretch, but overall, very rewarding.  My son Tyler 
is graduating from San Francisco State 
University on May 25th which is my daughter 
Lauren’s 19th birthday.  She plans to go into the 
Navy soon.  My youngest daughter Emily, is 16 
and hasn’t decided what she plans to do yet, 
although she has mentioned going to college. 

 

 

 

 

What was the last movie you went to? What 
did you think?  I don’t go to movies much and 
the last one I went to was with my two daughters 
and their friend Abigael.   

We decided to see “The Secret Life of Pets.”  I 
LOVED it because it was silly and there is an 
adorable bunny who is actually kind of mean.  I 
tend to like kid movies a lot – scary movies are 
not my thing! 

 

 

 



 

 

 

 



 

  



  



Second Annual Eula Mae Jett’s C.R.A.M. Camp 
 
On June 23-25, 2017, NALS of Washington put on our second annual Eula Mae Jett’s C.R.A.M. 
Camp at Mayfield Lake.  This year we decided to open it up to our NALS pals in Oregon. This 
year we had four campers who worked hard and had fun at the same time. 
 
We started out Friday night with a few rounds of flash cards and then went into the big event for 
Friday night – an oral spelling bee where the words were pulled randomly from basic and 
advanced books.  The rules were based on the national spelling bee for the school children.  This 
turned out to be a fun and very competitive activity, and after several rounds came down to the last 
two campers (Michelle Alpers, ALP of OR and Danielle Johnson of WA).  These ladies were so 
good that we came close to running out of words and the counselors started to grab words from the 
flash cards to give them.  The ultimate winner was Danielle Johnson, who won a $40 Starbucks 
card which was donated by Naegeli Deposition and Trial.  I will say it was a hard fought battle 
between Michelle and Danielle, mixed in with a lot of laughs from everyone in the room. 
 
Saturday started off bright and early with grammar and worked into other sessions that were drawn 
from both the basic and advanced books, including an ethics sessions in which the campers were 
given scenarios and discussed the situations to determine the correct way to handle them from the 
options given.  I am really happy to report that the campers worked so hard and fast that we even 
had time to break and enjoy the hot weather, and some of the campers even ventured into the lake 
to cool off but still completed all of the work we had for them to do.  
 
During the entire weekend, we gave away several prizes that were donated by Naegeli Deposition 
and Trial, Northwest Medical Experts and the counselors.  The campers also earned points towards 
the grand prizes (two $10 Amazon cards donated by Northwest Medical Experts and two Rustic 
Cuffs donated by Amylyn Riedling and Marcie Carter) at the end of the weekend.  This year we 
actually had a tie for second place and determined the second place winner by a tiebreaker of a 
flash card definition.  I’m happy to say that all four of the campers graduated on Sunday morning 
and were determined to continue on with their studying so that they could take their certification 
exams at the first opportunity.  
 
I would like to say thank you to the counselors who put in the time and effort with me to make the 
weekend a success:  Amylyn Riedling, PP, PLS-SC; Marcie Carter, PP, PLS-SC, and Dara 
Tremblay, PP, PLS-SC – who was our cook and social media person. I would also like to thank the 
NALS Foundation for their grant which helped us put on the camp for the last two years.  If 
anyone is interested in attending a C.R.A.M. camp next year, please let someone on the board 
know. 
 
Jo Yantz, PP, PLS 
Certification Director 



 

 

 

  





 

 

…to those Newly Certified! 
 

As you all know, one of our strengths is encouraging you to take your 
professionalism to the next level by learning and conquering the levels of 
certification.  Your hard work and dedication has paid off and you deserve a round 
of applause.  Congratulations to those passing the March exams! 

Rory Hardy, PP          (WA) 

Michelle King, PP, PLS       (WA) 

Amy Jean Shackelford, PP, PLS  (WA) 

 

In recognition of our secondary members: 

PLS / CLP PP 
Cathy Zackery      (MI) 
Linda Rodriguez    (TX) 
Brandie Davies     (OR) 
Megan Dawes       (TX) 
Ann Sachet          (AZ) 
Barbara Parr         (OR) 
Amber Worthington (PA) 
Gina Simmons      (TX) 
Brandon Phillips    (OR) 
Savannah Dykes   (MS) 
 

Joann McCarthy   (PA) 
Kathy Siroky        (WY) 
Lisa King             (AZ) 
Danna Malone      (OK) 
Lisa Cadungug     (OR) 
Effie Shum           (CA) 
Charlene Sabini    (OR) 
Danielle Whitt       (VA) 
 

 

 

 
 



 

 
 

 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 







 



 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 

 

Why work with Emerald Search Partners? 

With nearly 40 years combined experience in the Seattle legal 
recruiting community, Emerald Search Partners has the 
connections and relationships with leading Pacific Northwest 
law firms and corporate legal departments to make your search 
a successful one! We take the time to get to know you as the 
candidate to identify the right opportunity for you, not for us. 

Our confidential service ensures that no one sees your information without your approval and we work hard to get you the 
best package possible.  You will know everything that we know about an opportunity from the name of the firm or 
company to the people you’d be working with and/or supporting!  We don’t play games in hiding the details surrounding 
the position and you are always in charge of your search  It’s your career after all! 

Right now, Emerald Search Partners is currently recruiting for several Legal Assistant openings throughout the Seattle and 
Tacoma areas. These positions cover a wide range of firms and practice areas from Plaintiff to Defense, from medium 
sized firms to large regional ones, and in a multitude of practice areas that cover Commercial Litigation, Complex 
Litigation, Employment, Labor, Insurance Defense, Trusts & Estates, Asbestos, Product Liability and Patent Prosecution. 
Some responsibilities include local and federal ECF, document production, scheduling/calendaring, and various other 
administrative tasks. Qualified candidates must have 3+ years of experience in a legal assistant/secretary role, the ability 
to work effectively in a fast-paced environment, advanced skills in MS Office, professional communication/presentation 
and a positive demeanor. 

Competitive Generous salaries and top-notch benefits are offered with all of our partner clients. Don't miss this 
opportunity to get connected with Seattle's most successful recruiting and staffing firm! If you are interested and qualified, 
please apply immediately!  info@emeraldsearch.com  



 
NALS OF WASHINGTON 

Annual Membership Meeting 
April 21, 2017 

Inn at Gig Harbor 

Present:  Kristin Larkin PLS, Dara Wasalino Tremblay PP, PLS-SC,, Theresa Redfern, Jo Yantz PP 
PLS, Autumn Elmore, Sam Schmit PP PLS, Linda Tjaden PP, Nancy Thayer, Virginia De Lay LLLT, Holly 
Simmelink, Eleanor Mitchell, Brandy Bewley, Jeanne Barrans, Ted Huening, Marina Baker, Mariann Solkey, 
Amy Jean Shackelford, Amylyn Riedling PP, PLS-SC, Rory Hardy , Heather Sims, Anita Choi and Melanie 
Bernardi.  

The meeting was called to order at 5:15 p.m.  Eleanor read the Code of Ethics. 

Amylyn reported on the status of the new NALS of Washington website.  The new site will be ready in a 
couple weeks for testing.  It will be NALSofWA.com.  The site designer has given us a very good deal, having 
thrown in the domain name and first year of maintenance.  Amylyn asked for suggestions on things the 
members would like to see on the site such as a calendar of events, links to National, and online registration. 

The minutes of the Fall membership meeting were reviewed and minor changes were suggested.  Dara 
moved and Eleanor seconded that the minutes be approved as amended.  The motion passed. 

Jo reported on Cram Camp which will be June 23-25 at Mayfield Lake.  We received another grant from 
National to hold the camp.  Registration will be first come-first served with payment.  The camp will also be 
open to NALS of Oregon members. 

It was reported that Roger Flygare wants to coordinate another joint meeting.  Sam reported that the last 
joint meeting did well as our expenses were cut in half.  SSCLE was successful as well; 60 people attended.  In 
fact, the success of SSCLE helped pay for the new website. 

Amy Jean gave the financial review committee’s report for SSCLE.  Discussion turned to the 2017-2018 
proposed budget.  Amylyn reported on changes made at the Board meeting.  It was decided that we would pay 
for Amylyn’s travel expenses associated with her duties on the national board and rather than break out 
individual line items in the budget, it would be one line item but that receipts would be tracked carefully for 
purposes of the 2018-2019 budget.  Eleanor moved and Virginia seconded that the 2017-2018 budget be 
approved as amended.  The motion passed. 

Kirstin announced that there were no nominations for Education Director and for Treasurer.  She called 
for nominations from the floor. Amy Jean nominated Kristin for Treasurer and Kristin consented.  There being 
no further nominations, Kristin was elected.  Kristin nominated Amy Jean for Education Director and Amy Jean 
accepted.  There being no further nominations, Amy Jean was elected. 

Kirstin announced that we have a new sponsor (Aptis Court Reporting) who was unable to attend but 
had sent an Amazon gift card for the raffle. 

There being no further business, the meeting adjourned at 6:20 p.m. 





NALS Code of Ethics & Professional Responsibility 
Members of NALS are bound by the objectives of this association and the standards of conduct 
required of the legal profession. 

Every member shall: 

 Encourage respect for the law and administration of justice 

 Observe rules governing privileged communications and confidential information 

 Promote and exemplify high standards of loyalty, cooperation, and courtesy 

 Perform all duties of the profession with integrity and competence 

 Pursue a high order of professional attainment 

Integrity and high standards of conduct are fundamental to the success of our professional 
association. This Code is promulgated by NALS and accepted by its members to accomplish 
these ends. 

Canon 1.  Members of this association shall maintain a high degree of competency and 
integrity through continuing education to better assist the legal profession in fulfilling its duty 
to provide quality legal services to the public. 

Canon 2.  Members of this association shall maintain a high standard of ethical conduct and 
shall contribute to the integrity of the association and the legal profession. 

Canon 3.  Members of this association shall avoid a conflict of interest pertaining to a client 
matter. 

Canon 4.  Members of this association shall preserve and protect the confidences and 
privileged communications of a client. 

Canon 5.  Members of this association shall exercise care in using independent professional 
judgment and in determining the extent to which a client may be assisted without the 
presence of a lawyer and shall not act in matters involving professional legal judgement. 

Canon 6.  Members of this association shall not solicit legal business on behalf of a lawyer. 

Canon 7.  Members of this association, unless permitted by law, shall not perform paralegal 
functions except under the direct supervision of a lawyer and shall not advertise or contract 
with members of the general public for the performance of paralegal functions. 

Canon 8.  Members of this association, unless permitted by law, shall not perform any of the 
duties restricted to lawyers or do things which lawyers themselves may not do and shall assist 
in preventing the unauthorized practice of law. 

Canon 9.  Members of this association not licensed to practice law shall not engage in the 
practice of law as defined by statutes or court decisions. 

Canon 10.  Members of this association shall do all other things incidental, necessary or 
expedient to enhance professional responsibility and participation in the administration of 
justice and public service in cooperation with the legal profession. 
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1201 Third Ave., Ste. 2200 
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Corporate Secretary 
Caressa Dunn 

3212 NW Byron St., Ste. 104 
Silverdale, WA 98383 

(360) 692-5415 
caressa@thwpllc.com 

 
Treasurer and 

Immediate Past President 
Kristin Larkin, PLS 

Gordon Thomas Honeywell, LLP 
1201 Pacific Ave, Suite 2100 

Tacoma, WA 98402 
(253) 620-6444 

klarkin@gth-law.com 
 
 

Membership Director 
Brandy Bewley, PP, PLS, RP 

(206) 919-9432 
brandybewley@gmail.com 

 
Education Director 

Amy Jean Shackelford, PP, PLS 
Ledger Square Law, P.S. 

710 Market Street 
Tacoma, WA 98402 

(253) 327-1712 
amy@ledgersquarelaw.com 

 
Certification Director 

Jo Yantz, PP, PLS 
Betts, Patterson & Mines, P.S. 

One Convention Place 
701 Pike Street, Ste. 1400 

Seattle, WA 98101 
jyantz@bpmlaw.com 

 
 

Marketing Director 
Nancy Thayer 

Carney, Badley, Spellman, P.S. 
701 5th Ave., Ste. 3600 

Seattle, WA 98104 
(206) 607-4180 

thayer@carneylaw.com 
 

State Meetings Coordinator 
Sam Schmit, PP, PLS 
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For more information, please contact: 
Michelle F. King, PP, PLS 

NALS of Washington Publication & 
Technology Chair 

Phone: 206‐757‐8608 

Legally Speaking is the official publication of NALS of Washington.  Opinions 
expressed herein are strictly of the contributors and do not necessarily reflect the 
opinions of NALS of Washington or its members.  Permission to reproduce 
materials appearing in Legally Speaking must be obtained from the publication 
chair.  NALS of Washington endorses no item or service other than those under 
auspices of the Association. 

Legally Speaking is published four times per year as a benefit to the members of 
NALS of Washington.  If you would like to submit anything for Legally Speaking, 
please email your submission to the Publication Chair, Michelle King, PP, PLS, at 

michelleking@dwt.com for inclusion in an upcoming edition. 

 


